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“Humph!” 

Ji Feng hung up the phone and couldn’t help but give a cold snort, pointing the rear view mirror directly 

above his head so that he could clearly see what was going on behind him. 

Seeing this, Zhou Fei Fei could not help but be stunned and asked, “Young Ji, what’s wrong?” 

Ji Feng said, “Someone is following us from behind, it seems that there is no need to find a clear place, 

how about this, you drive directly to the suburbs!” 

“Someone is following?” 

Zhou Fei Fei immediately knitted her eyebrows, “Can you be sure?” 

Ji Feng pointed to the rear view mirror and said, “Almost, it should be these two cars.” 

At this moment, what appeared in the rear view mirror was a silver Toyota sedan and a Honda Accord, 

these two cars were staggered one after the other, both behind the BMW X6 that Bai Zhu was driving, 

although there were other cars behind Bai Zhu, but Ji Feng could tell at a glance that it was these two 

cars that were following them. 

Zhou Fei Fei’s face instantly sank and said, “I’ll handle it!” 

As the first lady of the Zhou family, no one had ever dared to follow her like this, which made Zhou Fei 

Fei a little angry. 

Ji Feng waved his hand and said, “The other party should be coming for me, seeing as they are following 

what should be my car, you can just drive the car directly to the outskirts.” 

“No way.” 

Zhou Fei Fei said, “You are with me and these people still dare to follow, so will they also dare to follow 

me casually in the future?” 

These people knew that Ji Feng was with her, yet they still followed with impunity, this was simply not 

putting her in their eyes, if she did nothing, people would really think she was easy to bully! 

The first thing you can do is to take a look at the situation. 

However, as the first lady of the Zhou family, Zhou Fei Fei really had the courage to say this. The 

company’s background is not so clear, after all, even if it is a businessman, but to the extent that the 

Zhou family, if there is no high-level relationship, life will not be so peaceful. 

The Zhou family is sitting on such a huge fortune, how can there be no one’s eyes? 

This is why Ji Feng was sure that there must be someone at the top who was sheltering the Zhou family, 

only that he didn’t know exactly who it was, but it was certain that the one at the top must be a 

powerful figure, only that Ji Feng didn’t understand it clearly. 

But even so, Ji Feng knew that the Zhou family had relationships with quite a few big names, and it 

seemed that these big names were not even from the Jiangzhe faction! 



It was just that, to the extent of those big personalities, the factional tendencies were not so obvious, 

I’m afraid. 

However, there was no doubt that the energy of these bigwigs was extremely vast, and it could be said 

that the Zhou family had built up a network of connections so vast that it was astonishing! 

Zhou Fei Fei began to slow down. 

Ji Feng immediately said, “Fei Fei, drive to the outskirts, I’ll meet them.” 

But Zhou Fei Fei shook her head and said, “Young Ji, with your status, there’s no need to fight with 

them, I’ll just handle this.” 

When Ji Feng wanted to say something, he saw Zhou Fei Fei unbuckle her seatbelt, push open the door 

and get out of the car, and in that instant her long hair was tossed, and the whole person was filled with 

a domineering aura, which made Ji Feng dumbfounded. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and smile, he also hurriedly followed and got out of the car, at 

this time Bai Zhu had also followed and parked behind Zhou Fei Fei’s car, seeing Ji Feng and Zhou Fei Fei 

get down, she also got out of the car and greeted them. 

“Young Ji, what’s to be done?” Bai Zhu asked in a low voice. 

“Miss Bai, you don’t need to do anything, I’ll take care of it.” Zhou Fei Fei stood by the roadside, pointing 

her finger at the two cars that had started to swerve to try to get around the BMW x6, staring coldly, not 

saying a word. 

Bai Zhu was a little surprised, other people are following you, since they were found out that must be to 

leave as soon as possible, Zhou Fei Fei just pointed so useful? Is this a warning to the other party? 

The first thing you need to do is to look at it with interest, only to see Zhou Fei Fei just pointing at the 

two cars, without saying a word, but the whole thing has an aura. 

The next scene that surprised both Ji Feng and Bai Zhu appeared – only to see the two cars slowly stop 

in front of Zhou Fei Fei, a few young people got down, one of them accompanied by a smile: “General 

Zhou, you are …… ” 

Zhou Fei Fei coldly snorted: “Are you talking to me?” 

The young man was stunned, “Yes.” 

“It’s my turn to ask you that!” Fei Fei Zhou asked with a cold face, “What are you doing following me?” 

“Mr Zhou, don’t misunderstand, we are not following you.” The young man hurriedly said. 

“Do you guys take me for a fool?” Fei Fei Zhou asked. 

The young man hurriedly said, “No, no, Mr. Zhou, we just came to say hello to this …… person.” As he 

spoke, the young man’s gaze fell on Ji Feng’s body, and it was obvious that he was talking about Ji Feng. 

Zhou Fei Fei asked coldly, “Is this not following me?” 

The young man then couldn’t help but smile sarcastically, not daring to reply. 



Fei Fei Zhou asked in a cold voice, “I ask you, who sent you here today?” 

“This ……” 

The young man was embarrassed, “Mr. Zhou, I can’t tell you this, please don’t give me a hard time, 

okay? I’m just here to say hello to your friend and to pass on a message to him.” 

Zhou Fei Fei coldly snorted, “Speak!” 

The young man hurriedly nodded his head, his gaze looked at Ji Feng, and at once, his demeanor was 

different, his originally slightly bent waist also straightened up, and he said with a smirk, “This 

gentleman, someone asked me to convey to you that you are welcome to Hangzhou City, and I hope you 

can have a good time this time.” 

“……” 

However, he didn’t wait for the response he wanted. 

Ji Feng just stood there, watching with interest as Zhou Fei Fei dealt with this matter, other than that, he 

surprisingly acted as if he didn’t even see that young man, and turned a deaf ear to what he said, 

completely treating this person as if he didn’t exist. 

The corner of Zhou Fei Fei’s lips immediately pulled up a smile, Ji Feng this approach, really hurt people. 

It was true. Seeing that Ji Feng had outright ignored him, the young man’s face couldn’t help but turn 

red as he stared at Ji Feng and nodded heavily: “Good! It seems that this gentleman is really wild, full of 

guts ……” 

“Unbridled!” 

Zhou Fei Fei’s pretty face chilled, “Is that how you talk to my friend?” 

The young man’s face changed, pointed at Ji Feng, and coldly snorted, “This gentleman, I have already 

conveyed the words, but I think this trip I came on is really superfluous.” 

Zhou Fei Fei’s beautiful eyes contained fury: “Say it again!” 

“I’m sorry, Mr. Zhou, I’m sorry for the delay, I won’t bother you anymore, goodbye.” The young man 

nodded at Fei Fei Zhou and waved his hand, “Go!” 

“Stand still!” 

Zhou Fei Fei’s pretty face was cold as she said in a cold voice, “Following me and talking to my friend like 

that, you think you can just leave?” 

The young man’s face changed, “Mr. Zhou ……” 

“Go ahead, I guarantee you will see the consequences, try it if you don’t believe me.” Fei Fei Zhou said 

angrily. 

“General Zhou, I am not targeting you ……” 



The young man panicked a little, Fei Fei Zhou was not that easy to mess with, if Fei Fei Zhou was bent on 

targeting him, even his boss couldn’t protect him. 

“Call the person who sent you here!” Fei Fei Zhou said. 

“This ……” 

“Fei Fei, forget it.” At this time, Ji Feng spoke up, “They’re just minions in charge of running errands, why 

do you have to be ordinary with them.” 

“But they ……” 

“Forget it!” 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “Didn’t you also say just now that with your status, you naturally don’t need to 

compete with them …… You guys go, tell the person who sent you here that his kindness is appreciated 

by me, Ji Feng, and ask him to rest assured that I will definitely have a good time here! Definitely not in a 

hurry to leave!” 

The young man nodded, but a look of disdain flashed in his eyes as he turned around and led the men to 

the car and left quickly. 

At this time Zhou Fei Fei couldn’t help but say, “Ji Shao, how come you just let them leave, they’ve 

bullied us, and I haven’t shown them anything at all ……” 

“Fei Fei, I understand your good intentions.” Ji Feng nodded and said sincerely, “But this is not an 

ordinary matter, you should not actively get involved in it, I can handle it myself, I’m already grateful 

that you can ask me out to remind me.” 

It was impossible for Ji Feng to ask Zhou Fei Fei to help him out to deal with those few minions, not 

because of face issues, but this matter itself, it was not something that Zhou Fei Fei should get involved 

in. 

Zhou Fei Fei advised herself to leave, naturally she knew that her opponent this time was very powerful 

and, obviously, the Zhou family was not willing to get involved, and there was no need to get involved. 

Then, if Zhou Fei Fei must find the people behind those few minions just now, it would undoubtedly be 

like sticking up for him, which was not the result Ji Feng wished to see. 

“If you can, just talk to me about the situation in Hangzhou, I’d be grateful.” Ji Feng said. 

“Young Ji, I’m sorry ……” 

Zhou Fei Fei was a little ashamed, she also knew that she shouldn’t be able to persuade Ji Feng, but she 

also had concerns if she had to go straight out, so she didn’t insist on finding the people behind those 

few minions just now, which made her feel a little ashamed. 

Ji Feng smiled and waved his hand, “See you.” 

Zhou Fei Fei then said, “Young Ji, it looks like it’s better to come to my place, and I’ll tell you about the 

situation in Hangzhou.” 



Ji Feng smiled and nodded his head, saying, “That couldn’t be better.” 

Afterwards, they arrived at a flat in Zhou Fei Fei’s building in the suburbs, which was a small two-room 

flat, decorated in a cozy way and filled with girly things, from Muppets to a large dog bear that was a full 

height, filling the entire sofa. 

Ji Feng looked at it with a slight smile, not expecting that Zhou Fei Fei, who was so domineering just 

now, actually had such a little girl’s side. 

Zhou Fei Fei seemed a bit embarrassed and hurriedly cleaned up a bit, asking Ji Feng to sit down, then 

nimbly boiled water to make tea before she sat down and said, “Young Ji, those people just now, should 

be Song Mingyuan’s people.” 

“Song Mingyuan?” 

Ji Feng immediately remembered the name and asked, “It’s that Song Mingyuan who is known as one of 

the five young men of Jiangsu and Zhejiang along with your brother, right? I heard that this person is 

involved in the black?” 
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“Song Mingyuan?” 

Ji Feng immediately remembered the name and asked, “It’s that Song Mingyuan who is known as one of 

the five young men of Jiangsu and Zhejiang along with your brother, right? I heard that this person is 

involved in the underworld?” 

At the beginning, Xiao Yuxuan’s father, Xiao Changhe, went to Jiangsu and Zhejiang to expand his 

business, but he was tricked and fell into someone’s trap. Ji Feng came to Jiangsu and Zhejiang to help 

solve the problem, but he had some problems with the so-called five young men of Jiangsu and 

Zhejiang, among them was this Song Mingyuan. 

At that time, Ji Feng heard that this person might be involved in the black. 

Zhou Fei Fei nodded slightly and said, “That’s right. How can I put it, some of the Song family’s 

businesses seem very clean now, but in fact they still have unspoken ties with the Dao, moreover, I 

heard that the Song family used to be involved in the black`s path to start with.” 

Ji Feng asked, “In that case, Song Mingyuan is not the only one involved in the triads? His family is also 

involved in the triads?” 

Zhou Fei Fei nodded, “It’s mainly his father and his second uncle, I heard that the two brothers are very 

influential in the Dao of Jiangsu and Zhejiang.” 

“That’s no wonder.” 

Ji Feng smiled indifferently, “This so-called five young men of Jiangsu and Zhejiang are really powerful. 

Hu Yujin, Song Mingyuan, Peng Kuanqi, Senator Tao, and your brother Zhou Shilin, those are the five, 

right?” 



Zhou Fei Fei couldn’t help but shake her head and laughed bitterly, “Young Ji, my brother is still in prison 

even now, so he won’t forget it, right?” 

Previously, because Zhou Shilin had once molested a girl, but ended up getting killed, after Ji Feng came 

to Jiangzhe, he had sent Zhou Shilin to prison, and it was because of this matter at first, Zhou Fei Fei 

even sent herself directly to the door, as a way to plead with Ji Feng to let her brother go. 

But in the end, Zhou Shilin still went to jail! 

“You hate me a lot in your heart, right?” Ji Feng suddenly asked. 

“Sh, what?” Zhou Fei Fei was stunned. 

Ji Feng said, “I sent your brother to prison, and you don’t hate me at all?” 

Zhou Fei Fei froze, she didn’t expect Ji Feng to ask such a direct question, making her surprisingly not 

know how to answer for a moment, in a short moment countless thoughts flashed through Zhou Fei 

Fei’s mind, thinking of many kinds of explanations. 

“Ji Shao, frankly speaking, to say that there is no resentment towards you at all, I’m afraid I don’t even 

believe it.” Fei Fei Zhou said. 

“Heh!” 

Ji Feng laughed and didn’t say anything. 

Zhou Fei Fei said again, “But to say that I hate you, believe it or not, I dare say there is absolutely none.” 

Ji Feng raised his eyebrows and asked, “Oh? Why? I sent your brother to prison and you don’t hate me 

at all?” 

Zhou Fei Fei shook her head and said, “No hate! I know you may not believe it, but what I said is true. 

Because, I know that this is the best way to discipline Shi Lin, either send him to prison or, send him to 

become a soldier and hone him in the army.” 

Be a soldier? 

Ji Feng shook his head and laughed, letting a person like Zhou Shilin go to be a soldier? To be a young 

master soldier, huh? 

“But, because of Shi Lin, a girl lost her life, regardless of the process in between, but after all, it was 

because of him.” Zhou Fei Fei said, “Therefore, he has to go to prison, that’s the best solution, so that 

the victim’s family can be given an explanation, and so that Shi Lin can know that he was wrong and he 

can correct himself.” 

Ji Feng asked, “You really think so?” 

Zhou Fei Fei immediately said, “Of course! Young Ji, I am also a woman, and I hate Shi Lin’s actions more 

than anyone else, so it is impossible for me to harbor Shi Lin from the bottom of my heart.” 

“Hehe.” 

Ji Feng smiled and couldn’t help but chuckle, “Then you were …… in the first place” 



In the beginning, for the sake of Zhou Shilin, Zhou Fei Fei had gone out of her way to use herself as a 

bargaining chip, stripping herself naked and sending her to the door. 

The first thing that I wanted to do was to save Shi Lin’s life, no matter what, he is after all my own 

brother, we grew up together and have a very good relationship, how could I watch him die? It is also 

because of this reason that you got him into prison, I am a bit uncomfortable in my heart, but I don’t 

hate you.” 

The fact that Zhou Fei Fei had grievances was not just because Ji Feng had sent her brother Zhou Shilin 

to prison, which was just one aspect. 

In fact, Zhou Fei Fei resented Ji Feng, but it was actually also because of that incident back then. 

That day she had stripped herself naked and offered herself to her, but Ji Feng had turned her down 

without hesitation, which made Zhou Fei Fei quite a bit hurt. 

Zhou Fei Fei, who had always been confident in her own charm and looks, had received quite a blow 

from Ji Feng that day. 

The importance that women attach to their charm is not something that men can understand, especially 

…… beautiful women. 

But where can Zhou Fei Fei tell this to Ji Feng? 

So she just glanced at Ji Feng with her beautiful eyes flowing, before she glutinously said, “Ji Shao, you 

understand, right?!” 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded, saying, “Understood.” 

Zhou Fei Fei’s pretty face flushed, “What do you understand?” 

“Understood everything.” Ji Feng laughed. 

“…… Ji Shao, you hate it!” 

Seeing that meaningful smile on Ji Feng’s face, Zhou Fei Fei’s pretty face instantly burned and she 

couldn’t help but pout. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but chuckle, but his gaze moved away from Zhou Fei Fei’s face. 

This is a fox spirit that seduces people’s souls! 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but say in his heart that perhaps because she was born in Jiangnan, Zhou Fei Fei 

pouted with a soft, sticky, sweet and cloying voice. The fact that she has a charming and attractive 

appearance is so tempting that one can’t help but feel a desire to conquer her. 

Although Ji Feng had confidence in his own determination, it was better to look less in the face of such a 

seductive beauty, and he moved his gaze away. 

However, this dodging gaze of Ji Feng was seen in the eyes of Zhou Fei Fei, she instantly smiled wryly, 

her heart could not help but feel a little smug, confident in her own charm again, it seems, not that this 

guy is not moved, but he simply does not dare to look at himself …… 



“Well, let’s not talk about that anymore.” 

Ji Feng coughed lightly, waved his hand and said, “I’m just a little curious, since you have a complaint 

against me, why did you persuade me to leave again? Wouldn’t it be nice to see me plant myself here?” 

The smile on Zhou Fei Fei’s face then disappeared, and her eyes stared at Ji Feng as she asked, “Young Ji, 

is that what you think of me?” 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “Don’t many people think like that? If it were me, I would be like that too.” 

Zhou Fei Fei reluctantly smiled and said, “That’s probably because I’m a person with little backbone.” 

Ji Feng was then slightly stunned. 

“Young Ji, I’m sorry, I still have some things to do, so I’ll leave first.” Zhou Fei Fei stood up. 

“It’s just a joke, it’s not so bad that you’re angry, right?” Ji Feng asked with a smile. 

Zhou Fei Fei pursed her lips and said, “Young Ji, I don’t think you’re joking, it makes me a little 

uncomfortable when you say that. It seems like I’ve made a fool of myself this time, I shouldn’t have 

bothered you today.” 

She sighed lightly in her heart, Ji Feng was still defensive about himself all the time, which made Zhou 

Fei Fei’s heart go cold as if she had been poured a pot of cold water on her head. 

Ji Feng shook his head, “Fei Fei, you’re thinking too much.” 

Zhou Fei Fei let out a light sigh and said, “Young Ji, let’s stop here today, I’m really sorry.” 

Ji Feng nodded, “Alright then, if you have something to do, you should get busy first.” 

Zhou Fei Fei was uncomfortable in her heart, Ji Feng had even pretended to stay just for show, she felt 

that there was no need for her to stay here any longer. 

Watching Zhou Fei Fei leave with her bag, Ji Feng just shook his head and smiled. 

Afterwards, Ji Feng and Bai Zhu returned to the city government guest house in Hangzhou together. On 

the way, Bai Zhu couldn’t help but ask, “Young Ji, why did Miss Zhou suddenly leave? Did you have a 

conflict?” 

“No.” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “She is very sensible.” 

Bai Zhu then asked with some surprise, “Then why ……” 

Ji Feng said, “Because I don’t want her to stay here anymore, it’s not good for her to be with me.” 

This time when Ji Feng came to Jiangsu and Zhejiang, he wanted to compete with some people, and this 

time, just as soon as he arrived in Hangzhou, there were already people who couldn’t wait to jump out, 

Ji Feng didn’t want Zhou Fei Fei to be involved along with him, and he didn’t want to owe her any favors. 



Although the Zhou family has a lot of influence in the business and even political circles of Jiangsu and 

Zhejiang, if he could win them over, it would undoubtedly give him wings, but Ji Feng knew that it was 

almost impossible to win them over, or at least, not something he could win over. 

If you’re not, then why let Fei Fei Zhou get involved? 

Although, it seemed that Zhou Fei Fei might have misunderstood him, it turned out to be exactly what 

he had in mind, so it didn’t matter. 

Shaking his head and throwing these miscellaneous thoughts out of his head, Ji Feng couldn’t help but 

say to himself, “The five young men of Jiangsu and Zhejiang …… Song Mingyuan!” 

Ji Feng thought about it, took out his mobile phone and dialed a number. 

…… 

“Boss!” 

About half an hour later, Ji Feng met Guo Tao on a secluded road in the suburbs. 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “Here you are, it’s been a hard few days.” 

Guo Tao smiled, “What’s so hard about it, it’s just asking for information, it’s my forte.” 

When he used to work as a mercenary, spying and gathering information was his part of the job, and 

this was completely familiar to him without any difficulty. 

Ji Feng asked, “Then what have you inquired about?” 

“A lot.” 

Guo Tao said, “Boss, I have inquired that there is something called the Five Young Men of Jiangsu and 

Zhejiang in this Hangzhou city, five very powerful gentry, and their boss is the son of a high official, 

called Hu Yujin ……” 

Hu Yujin, the son of a high official in Jiangsu and Zhejiang, Peng Kuanqi and Tao Senjun, from a merchant 

family, but not just any merchant, both families are rich merchants and magnates. 

Song Mingyuan, the old man is the godfather of the black`doors in Hangzhou. 

“There was originally another one, Zhou Shilin, but I heard that this person went to jail and is still in 

prison.” Guo Tao said, “In addition to that, I also inquired about some things in the officialdom, saying 

that it was divided into several factions, but I don’t know much about these things ……” 

Ji Feng smiled and was a bit surprised: “How did you inquire about all this?” 
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“I asked around at the bar.” Guo Tao said. 

“What?” 

Ji Feng was stunned, “Inquired about it in the bar?” 



“Mm.” 

Guo Tao nodded and said, “Boss, you might not understand too well, in fact, the more chaotic some 

place is, where there are all three religions and nine classes, the easier it is to pry out information. After 

I came to Hangzhou, I first asked the taxi driver to find the more chaotic bars, and on the pretext of 

climbing up with the bar keepers, after I got acquainted, I was already able to pry quite a lot of 

information.” 

Ji Feng was instantly amused, “Heh! You’re really well versed!” 

Guo Tao laughed: “Actually, this is all a rather stupid way, in the past, when we were abroad in the 

mercenary world, there were special places for exchanging or buying or selling intelligence, and besides 

that, there are many ways to get intelligence, like now, it’s all very slow already.” 

“Well done!” 

Ji Feng nodded and praised, it was right to let Guo Tao come to Jiangzhe, this guy had enough 

experience and was good at it, “Then tell us all, what else did you pry into.” 

“Then I’ll start with these five young men of Jiangsu and Zhejiang, do you remember boss, the last time 

we came to Jiangsu and Zhejiang, we had actually dealt with these guys before, the time when Mr. 

Xiao’s father was in trouble.” 

Guo Tao said, “That General Zhou Fei Fei Zhou, her brother Zhou Shilin is one of the Five Young Men of 

Jiangsu and Zhejiang, in addition the ones I just mentioned are actually the ones we met at the original 

stone trade fair at that time, they are the Five Young Men of Jiangsu and Zhejiang!” 

Of course Ji Feng remembered, even he knew much better than Guo Tao. At that time, Guo Tao only 

knew that those few people were arrogant and almost clashed with them, but he didn’t know who those 

few people were, but Ji Feng already knew the identity of those few people shortly afterwards. 

Guo Tao added: “I heard that these four people have very unusual origins and backgrounds, and the 

families or networks behind them can almost represent half of the top echelons of Jiangsu and Zhejiang. 

It can be said that they are a few of the most powerful gentry in Jiangsu and Zhejiang.” 

“Well!” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “I’ve heard about that too.” 

Guo Tao said, “Right now I don’t know more specifics about these few people, but to do something in 

Jiangsu and Zhejiang, the best way is to be able to follow a few people on the line, or to be able to grab 

their handles, I plan to keep a dead eye on Song Mingyuan as my next step, his family is involved in the 

triads, he is definitely the most unclean one, as long as I keep an eye on him, I will definitely be able to 

gain something. ” 

Ji Feng asked, “And then what?” 

Guo Tao said, “As long as we can catch him in the act or control him, then whatever you want to do, 

boss, it will be much easier!” 



“But this Song Mingyuan, he might be the one who wants to deal with me this time!” Ji Feng said, “This 

time when we come to Jiangsu and Zhejiang, I’m afraid we’ll have to go up against him.” 

“What?” 

Guo Tao was stunned at his words and asked, “Boss, you’re saying Song Mingyuan?” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “That’s right, just a moment ago I was warned by someone, I guess it was this 

Song Mingyuan who sent him, and it’s not just him, these five young men of Jiangsu and Zhejiang seem 

to be wearing the same trousers, so the other few have to be guarded against as well.” 

“Then I have to keep an eye on Song Mingyuan all the more!” Guo Tao looked cold and said in a cold 

voice, “Just like I said earlier, Song Mingyuan is involved in the triads, and I’ve inquired, I heard that Song 

Mingyuan is a very arrogant person, such a person should just be very open in his actions and doesn’t 

know how to restrain himself, then he must be prone to making mistakes, as long as I keep an eye on 

him, I will definitely be able to catch the leverage.” 

Ji Feng slowly shook his head and said, “This solution is feasible, but the uncertainty is too great.” 

Even if Song Mingyuan was as arrogant as he was, it was always unlikely that he would commit a crime 

in public, Song Mingyuan should not be that stupid. Moreover, even if Song Mingyuan really committed 

a crime, he would definitely have someone by his side to protect him, or he would be surrounded by 

people in front and behind him, and Guo Tao might not be able to get close to him even if he was 

watching him. 

The uncertainty of staring like this is really too great, and even if we could get something, there is no 

telling how long we would have to wait. 

“So …… what does the boss think should be done?” Guo Tao asked. 

“Keep an eye on it is definitely necessary, but it can’t be done by you.” Ji Feng deliberated and said, “I 

will find someone to do the stakeout, you also continue to spy and try not to expose yourself, maybe 

you might inadvertently get very important information.” 

It would be a big use for Guo Tao to do the stakeout, and Ji Feng naturally wouldn’t do such a stupid 

thing. 

Guo Tao smiled, but was a bit hesitant: “Boss, I think, just spying like this, still comes too slow, don’t you 

know Zhou Fei Fei very well, can you spy anything from her?” 

“Her?” 

Ji Feng shook his head and smiled, saying, “You don’t need to think about her there.” 

Guo Tao couldn’t help but be slightly stunned, but just nodded his head; Ji Feng didn’t explain, so he 

didn’t ask why. 

After thinking about it, Guo Tao suddenly said, “Boss, I do have an idea, I actually thought of it just after 

I came to Jiangsu and Zhejiang, but I just didn’t go through your approval, so I didn’t go through with it.” 

“Oh?” 



Ji Feng asked, “What solution?” 

Guo Tao said, “Go to Liao Qichang and ask for information, there must be a way!” 

“Who? Liao Qichang?” 

Ji Feng froze for a moment before he remembered who this Liao Qichang was, and his face turned a bit 

odd: “Old Guo, are you talking about that Liao Qichang of the East China Sea Gang?” 

“That’s right, it’s him!” Guo Tao didn’t notice Ji Feng’s odd expression and just nodded his head and said. 

“Boss, I have inquired, the East Sea Gang has been developing very well in Jiangsu and Zhejiang in the 

past one or two years, this woman Su Yayun is really powerful, the East Sea Group is also being brought 

bigger and bigger by her, Liao Qichang as the bodyguard of Su Yayun, the big sister of the East Sea Gang, 

is actually equivalent to her guard captain, then the information he can access is definitely not ordinary, 

if we look for him, we can definitely get quite a lot of information. ” 

The first thing you need to do is to find a woman who can lead a gang and a group to grow bigger and 

bigger, if you don’t have some skills then you really can’t play, now Guo Tao is more and more able to 

feel that in this land of China, a woman to do something is really much harder than a man. 

“Boss, are you …… okay?” It was only until this time that Guo Tao, who had been patronizingly talking, 

suddenly noticed the odd look on Ji Feng’s face, why did it feel like Ji Feng was looking strange? 

Guo Tao could not help but ask. 

“Hmm?” 

Ji Feng came back to his senses and shook his head, “Nothing, nothing. Then what …… you continue to 

say.” 

In his mind, however, he could not help but think of that night, what happened between him and Su 

Yayun …… 

“The East China Sea Gang is so powerful in Jiangsu and Zhejiang, this time it might all be able to help us 

a lot!” Guo Tao didn’t think much about it and continued, “Boss, what do you think?” 

“Is this okay?” 

Ji Feng’s tone, a little less certain, “They will help us?” 

Guo Tao said, “I think they will! Boss, don’t forget, if it wasn’t for you back then, I’m afraid the East Sea 

Gang would have been wiped out by the Dragon Tiger Gang, and a woman as beautiful as Su Yayun, 

what good would have happened to her by then? You are still the benefactor of the East China Sea 

Gang, so if they don’t help, they will be ungrateful!” 

Ji Feng then sweated a little, thinking, maybe Su Yayun really wouldn’t help, even if he did sort of save 

the East China Sea Gang in the first place and was a benefactor to Su Yayun and the others. 

But …… 



Thinking about that night, Ji Feng was really a bit embarrassed, even though he was helping Su Yayun 

detoxify the poison, but after all, he was treating her …… 

What’s more, Su Yayun is also Xu Yuan’s sister-in-law! 

This makes Ji Feng feel a little uncomfortable all over when he thinks about it, and he doesn’t even dare 

to think about what Su Yayun’s reaction will be when she wakes up the next day and finds out what 

happened. 

Now even more so, he dared not think that Su Yayun would help him. 

“Boss, do you think this solution will work?” Guo Tao asked, “How about we try it first?” 

“It’s not impossible, but ……” Ji Feng pondered for a moment and said, “How about this, Old Guo, now 

I’m in the open, I don’t know how many pairs of eyes are watching me in the whole of Hangzhou, so it’s 

not convenient for me to come out, so let you to try, no one should know you’re here now, it shouldn’t 

attract anyone’s attention.” 

Guo Tao immediately nodded his head and said, “Yes.” 

Ji Feng suddenly added, “Right, when you contact the East China Sea Gang, don’t contact Su Yayun first, 

you should go to Liao Qichang first, or go directly to Zhao Yafan, no, it’s better to go to Liao Qichang, this 

person is reckless but has a straightforward character, you should find him better.” 

This person, Zhao Yafan, as the boss of Donghai Group, was too shrewd, if Guo Tao went to him, he 

would definitely alert Su Yayun. 

Guo Tao nodded, “Understood.” 

“Remember, be careful when you speak as well.” Ji Feng admonished. 

“Yes.” 

Ji Feng patted Guo Tao’s shoulder, “Let’s go, I’m afraid you’ll have your work cut out for you next.” 

Now that he was in the open, he could only let Guo Tao do the secret things. In this unfamiliar place of 

Jiangsu and Zhejiang, it might not be an easy task to get all the things he explained done. 

Guo Tao said, “Boss, don’t worry, since the formation of the battle team, the real battle has not 

experienced a few times, the brothers have been idle for a long time, just take this opportunity to 

exercise the body, otherwise they will be rusty!” 

Ji Feng nodded with a smile and said, “Hard work brother, don’t worry, there will definitely be 

opportunities to do it later!” 

“Then I’ll be waiting!” Guo Tao laughed heatedly. 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded his head. 

…… 

However, at this time, Ji Feng was unaware that at this time, in a villa by the West Lake in Hangzhou, 

Song Mingyuan was talking to someone on the phone. 



“Is that boy really saying that? Hiding behind a woman and still daring to be so arrogant?” Song 

Mingyuan laughed coldly, “Still putting on a show even now!” 

“Alright, I know, tell the men under you to keep a close eye on me, but remember, be ready to strike at 

any time when I give the order!” 

After hanging up the phone, Song Mingyuan couldn’t help but sneer, “Pretentious bastard! You really 

don’t know how to write the word “death”!” 
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“Brother Yu, it’s me ……” 

After sneering for a while, Song Mingyuan picked up the phone and dialed another number, with a 

disdainful smile on his face, he said, “I just sent someone to meet that kid named Ji ……” 

“You sent someone to meet him?” 

Song Mingyuan’s words were interrupted before he could finish, the person on the phone said, 

“Mingyuan, you went to mess with him?” 

Song Mingyuan immediately said, “Brother Yu, this is not provoking, I just sent someone to say hello to 

him and welcome him to Hangzhou, but I never thought that this kid is actually a soft egg, seeing that 

my people have gone over, he only dares to hide behind Fei Fei Zhou, he doesn’t even dare to say 

anything tough, he is simply a goon!” 

Thinking of Ji Feng’s pretending to be a grandson, Song Mingyuan couldn’t help but laugh straight. 

However, the person on the other end of the phone said in a deep voice, “Mingyuan, you said that Zhou 

Fei Fei was also involved?” 

Song Mingyuan said, “I don’t know if she’s involved, but when my people saw the man surnamed Ji, he 

was with Fifi Zhou, and my people also said that Fifi Zhou even helped him out and tried to settle 

accounts with my people …… Brother Yu, it’s not good for Fifi Zhou to do that. ” 

“Don’t worry about Fei Fei Zhou, I will handle this.” The person on the other end of the phone said, 

“Mingyuan, Ji Feng there you should not take the initiative to provoke him again.” 

“I didn’t want to provoke him either, I just heard he was coming to Hangzhou, so I thought I’d let 

someone meet him.” Song Mingyuan laughed heatedly, “But I didn’t expect that guy to have no 

backbone at all, and a fucking prince of Yanjing, what a disappointment to me.” 

“Ming Yuan, don’t be careless.” 

The person on the other end of the phone reminded, “This person Ji Feng is not easy to mess with, and 

the Ji family is equally not easy to mess with!” 

Song Mingyuan then couldn’t help but grimace and said, “Brother Yu, I know. In fact, I just want to 

disgust him, and I don’t really intend to touch him. Besides, no matter how powerful his Ji family is, they 

are still going to be unlucky this time? This is Jiangsu and Zhejiang, not Yanjing, not to mention 

Jiangzhou, so there’s nothing to fear!” 



Of course Song Mingyuan had heard of what kind of family the Ji Family was, and although he hadn’t 

come into contact with such a top-level magnate family, he knew that such guys must have great power, 

and as the Crown Prince of the Ji Family in Yanjing, Ji Feng’s status naturally went without saying. 

If it was just a comparison of status alone, Song Mingyuan would definitely not be able to match Ji Feng, 

he was just a grandson in the black`dao, and could not be compared to Ji Feng at all. 

And this, however, was one of the reasons why Song Mingyuan was somewhat upset with Ji Feng. 

However, Song Mingyuan was not afraid of Ji Feng, at least not now. 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the market. 

Song Mingyuan heard that Tong Kai De was once slapped on the table in front of a director below at a 

city government meeting, so that he almost lost his prestige and his face was greatly damaged. 

Just like that, the Ji family couldn’t even do anything about it! 

“Mingyuan, things are not as simple as you think, it’s better to be more careful now.” The person on the 

other end of the phone said, “The Ji family is a powerful family in Yanjing after all, it’s not that easy to 

deal with!” 

“Che! Brother Yu, aren’t you boosting other people’s ambition and extinguishing your own strength? 

That Ji family is powerful, but is our Jiangzhe faction any worse?” Song Mingyuan said with some 

disdain, “Besides, the Ji family is a powerful family, isn’t that Wu family also a top family in Yanjing?” 

The person on the other end of the phone said, “That’s true, but until the last minute, there are still 

unknown possibilities, so it’s better to be careful.” 

Song Mingyuan immediately asked, “But Brother Yu, should we just stand by and watch that Ji guy 

hanging around in Hangzhou? Have you forgotten how arrogant he was last time? At that time, Zhou Fei 

Fei had a fight with you because of him, and Zhou Shilin was even put in jail by him, and our five young 

men of Jiangsu and Zhejiang were all stripped of their face by him, so you’re just going to let him off the 

hook?” 

When he thought of that incident, Song Mingyuan became a bit annoyed, especially when he thought 

that he had been scared to move by a single look from Ji Feng, which had become a great shame for 

him! 

Right now, listening to Hu Yujin’s tone, it seemed that he did not intend to move Ji Feng, so Song 

Mingyuan could not hold back a bit. 

“Brother Yu, if you don’t want to move him, then I’ll do it myself!” 

Song Mingyuan said, “I won’t take his life either, but just because he treated me that way in the first 

place, I’ll break one of his legs, that’s not much, is it?!” 

“Ming Yuan, what’s your hurry!” 

Hu Yujin said at once, “Take your time, don’t be reckless, I have my own arrangements for this matter, 

just wait for my call. Do you hear me?!” 



Song Mingyuan was a bit bored: “Yes, I heard.” 

“Then let’s leave it like this for now.” 

“Pop!” 

Song Mingyuan couldn’t help but frown when he heard the phone being hung up, took the phone away 

a bit and casually threw it onto the coffee table, his face didn’t look too good, he couldn’t help but coldly 

snort, “Humph! You have an arrangement, you don’t have an arrangement! All day long, you just know 

to tell me what to do ……” 

“Ji, we’ll see, this time I won’t let you leave Hangzhou City in peace!” Song Mingyuan gritted his teeth, 

his eyes grim. 

…… 

“Buzz~~” 

With a low growl of an engine, a white Jaguar coupe drove into the courtyard of a detached villa. 

There was no doubt that whether it was this detached villa, which was situated on the edge of West 

Lake and worth over a hundred million dollars, or the flowerbeds and ornamental trees in the courtyard 

that had been pruned into various shapes, all indicated that the owner of this place was not only quite 

wealthy, but also seemed to be pursuing a good taste in life. 

Zhou Fei Fei got down from the Jaguar, tossed the car keys in her hand to the housekeeper who 

approached her, and asked, “Is grandpa here?” 

The butler immediately said, “Sir is upstairs.” 

In modern society, no matter whether it is a family or a magnate, there are few people who like to have 

others address them as Master …… Sir, these two words seem to be more dignified and more indicative 

of status, and have long since spread in high society. 

Of course, Mr. here, is very different from what the common people usually call each other, at least, in 

some people’s opinion. 

Fei Fei Zhou then nodded and entered the villa in a modest manner. 

“Fifi!” Fei Fei Zhou had just entered the living room of the villa when she saw her grandfather already 

descending the stairs, she hurriedly walked over to support the old man, “Grandpa, take your time.” 

“Don’t worry, my old arms and legs are not sturdy anymore, but they are still at my disposal.” Old man 

Zhou said with a smile. 

“Then you should be careful too.” Fei Fei Zhou said. 

“Good! Fifi’s right, be careful!” 

After being helped downstairs by her granddaughter and sitting down on the sofa in the living room, 

Elder Zhou asked, “Fifi, I heard that you went to meet a friend today?” 



As soon as Zhou Fei Fei heard this, the smile on her face disappeared without a trace and her eyebrows 

knitted slightly, “Grandpa, I went to see a friend, what’s wrong with that?” 

Master Zhou said, “Of course there’s no problem with meeting friends, I only called you here to tell you 

that when people do things, they can’t just do what they want, they also have to take other factors into 

consideration, look, you went to meet your friends, but someone ended up coming to me to sue!” 

Zhou Fei Fei frowned at once: “A complaint?” 

Master Zhou nodded and said, “Yes, how else would I know about it?” 

“Grandpa, who’s the one who sued?” Fei Fei Zhou asked. 

“It doesn’t matter who sued, what matters is, what they think.” Elder Zhou smiled and said, “Fei Fei, you 

are a smart and understanding child, you have always made few mistakes, why would someone sue me 

this time, do you understand?” 

Zhou Fei Fei was silent for a moment and said, “I understand. It’s because someone feels that my actions 

may bring trouble to the family, right, Grandpa?” 

Elder Zhou smiled and said, “You little girl has never been so smart.” 

When the old man said this, he was clearly acquiescing to his own statement, and Zhou Fei Fei couldn’t 

help but ask, “Grandpa, do you think so too?” 

“What do you think then?” Elder Zhou did not answer, instead he asked rhetorically. 

“I think …… trouble and gain, fifty percent each.” Zhou Fei Fei said, “Right now, although it looks like the 

Ji family has a disadvantage in Jiangzhe, but no one can say anything on this, in the end it’s not certain 

who will lose and who will win.” 

“And what if the Ji family loses?” Elder Zhou asked. 

“Even if the Ji family loses, they wouldn’t dare to do anything to our Zhou family!” Fei Fei Zhou said, “At 

most, they will just pay some price and come up with some compensation!” 

Elder Zhou smiled and asked, “Isn’t this still trouble?” 

Zhou Fei Fei asked at once, “But grandpa, what if the …… Ji family wins?” 

Elder Zhou shook his head with a smile and said, “Fei Fei, you are a smart child, but you are confused in 

this matter, even if the Ji family wins, what does it have to do with us? Even if the Ji family wins, what 

does it matter to us? Can we still change our vote to the Ji family?” 

Zhou Fei Fei immediately said, “That’s not what I meant, but if the Ji family wins, at least this is not bad 

for us, Ji Feng will at least acknowledge it, besides I have no intention of helping Ji Feng in any way, I just 

went to see him as a friend, that’s all.” 

Elder Zhou said, “Fei Fei, in this matter, you still do not see clearly ah, we have to have our own position, 

the Ji family, Jiang Zhe, are not good stubble, I’m afraid this will be a dragon fight, what we should do 

most, is not to help each other …… you understand? ” 



“Grandpa!” 

Zhou Fei Fei’s heart was immediately anxious: “Ji Feng doesn’t have any helpers in Jiangzhe, how can he 

possibly fight against that gang?” 

Elder Zhou said, “That’s none of our business, Fei Fei, when it comes to the family’s interests, you must 

not be capricious, understand!” 

“Grandpa ……” 

“Alright, let’s not talk about that, accompany grandpa for a walk.” Elder Zhou waved his hand and 

interrupted Fei Fei Zhou, which made her choke, and a feeling of helplessness could not help but rise up 

in her heart. 

“Dangling ……” 

Just at this moment, Zhou Fei Fei’s phone suddenly rang, she that out and looked at it, couldn’t help but 

frown slightly. 

The phone, it was Hu Yujin calling. 
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Jiangzhe, inside a private club in Hangzhou, Zhou Fei Fei met Hu Yujin as promised. 

“What do you want from me?” Fei Fei Zhou asked as she sat down. 

“I heard that you’ve looked for Ji Feng?” Hu Yujin asked as he put out the cigarette in his hand and sat 

up slightly straighter. 

Zhou Fei Fei couldn’t help but frown slightly at her words, “Is this what you were looking for me for?” 

Hu Yujin gave her a look and said, “Fei Fei, do you know what kind of relationship we have? Do you think 

it’s appropriate to talk to me in such a tone?” 

Zhou Fei Fei’s face was expressionless as she said, “If you’re looking for me just to talk about these 

boring things, then I’ll have to excuse myself.” 

“What, are you leaving?” Hu Yujin asked. 

“I have a lot of things to do, unlike you who have so much free time.” Fifi Zhou said. 

“That’s true.” 

Hu Yujin smiled and nodded, saying, “You have a big group to manage and a younger brother in prison 

to worry about, you are indeed very busy. So I just thought that since you are already so busy, you 

should not get yourself into any more trouble, don’t you think?” 

Zhou Fei Fei immediately frowned, “Hu Yujin, what do you mean by that?!” 

Hu Yujin said, “Fei Fei, you went to see Ji Feng, I can understand that, a friend meeting a friend! But, why 

do you have to go so aggressively?” 

Zhou Fei Fei’s pretty face chilled, “What am I going to do, do I still need you to ask?” 



“I’m doing it for your own good.” 

Hu Yujin was unmoved and said indifferently, “If you don’t want to get yourself into trouble, you’d 

better not get too close to Ji Feng, otherwise, when the day comes when he’s unlucky, he might drag 

you down with him ……” 

Zhou Fei Fei said, “Are you threatening me?!” 

In the face of Zhou Fei Fei’s anger, Hu Yujin was not much of a reaction, he unhurriedly picked up the 

cigarettes in front of him, fingered one and handed it to Zhou Fei Fei, but the latter was staring at him 

coldly, without the slightest intention of taking it, he smiled faintly and lit it himself. 

He exhaled a smoke ring leisurely, Hu Yujin flicked the ash before saying, “Fei Fei, with your intelligence 

and vision, you won’t be able to see that this time when Ji Feng comes to Hangzhou, he will definitely be 

unlucky, there is no doubt about it, so why do you need to get so close to this kind of person?” 

Zhou Fei Fei sneered, “Bullying the young with the many, what kind of skill is that? If you were to fight 

one-on-one, you would be his opponent?” 

“This is not a medieval knight duel, nor is it a match in the arena, you shouldn’t be so naive, right?” Hu 

Yujin smiled. 

“Between Ji Feng and me, we are rivals and enemies, I won’t talk about any kindness or fairness to my 

enemies, there is a saying you should have heard, to be kind to your enemies is to be cruel to yourself, I 

believe if Ji Feng were me, he would definitely do the same!” 

“It’s justified to bully the less with the more!” Zhou Fei Fei snickered. 

“Whether you say I’m bullying the less with the more, or that I’m bullying him, that’s how things are 

anyway, you can surely understand.” Hu Yujin said, “In a word, since Ji Feng is here this time, he won’t 

be able to leave in one piece, Fifi, this is not just between the two of us, this is a game between the big 

factions!” 

Zhou Fei Fei said, “So what? It’s none of my business if you guys are playing games with each other!” 

Hu Yujin said, “Since it’s none of your business, then you should stay out of it, it’s better for both of us.” 

As he spoke, Hu Yujin stood up, took a few steps forward and approached Zhou Fei Fei, smiling slightly, 

“Fei Fei, you should be very clear about my feelings for you, and you should not forget the agreement 

between us. As soon as Ji Feng arrived in Hangzhou, you were so eager to meet him, where did you put 

me? Hmm?” 

Zhou Fei Fei stared at him angrily, not saying a word. 

“Besides, Ji Feng personally sent your brother to prison, do you really not hate him at all?!” Hu Yujin 

asked, “I’m not asking us to join forces now, I’m just asking you to stay out of it, doesn’t that still work?” 

“Ji Feng is my friend!” Fei Fei Zhou said. 

“I know.” 



Hu Yujin nodded and said, “It’s right to help out between friends, but you should also do it within your 

means, don’t try to be a hero!” 

The three major factions have joined forces to target the Ji family, and among them is the Wu family, 

which is not far behind the Ji family. Ji Feng, the same is not much better!” 

Zhou Fei Fei’s heart was shocked as she asked, “You think you’ve got him beaten? 

Hu Yujin smiled faintly, “I’m not sure about him, but I’m playing with him! The last time he came to 

Hangzhou, I still remember clearly how arrogant he was, for such a long time, I can’t forget it, if he didn’t 

come to Jiangzhe, that’s all, staying in Jiangzhou I really have nothing to do with him, but now that he’s 

here, you say, how can I miss this opportunity?!” 

Zhou Fei Fei changed her face and was just about to speak when she saw Hu Yujin suddenly inhale 

deeply in her ear, revealing an intoxicated look and saying, “Mmm, it smells so good!” 

Zhou Fei Fei instantly blushed and was a little annoyed: “You ……” 

“Listen to my words, stay away from Ji Feng, this is not something you can interfere with!” Hu Yujin 

didn’t give her a chance to get angry, “Otherwise, the joint attack of the three major factions, not to 

mention you, even your Zhou family, won’t be able to withstand it!” 

“……” 

Zhou Fei Fei clenched her silver teeth, pursed her lips and did not speak. 

However, she did not know how tempting this subconscious action of hers was in Hu Yujin’s eyes. A 

greedy look flashed across Hu Yujin’s eyes as he stared at Zhou Fei Fei and slowly approached. 

As the eldest Miss of the Zhou family, and herself an extremely capable businesswoman, Zhou Fei Fei’s 

body was full of charm, especially her identity and that hot figure, which made Hu Yujin have a desire 

that he couldn’t help, he wanted to conquer Zhou Fei Fei, and conquer her completely! 

Hu Yujin’s head slowly approached and was about to kiss Fifi Zhou’s red lips, who knew that at this time 

Fifi Zhou was abruptly awakened and pushed him away. 

“Phew~!” 

Hu Yujin originally thought he was about to succeed, but instead he was almost pushed back and 

stumbled violently. 

“Please behave yourself!” Fei Fei Zhou said in a cold voice. 

“Hmph!” 

Hu Yujin was pushed away and his face instantly turned gloomy as he stared at Fifi Zhou and said in a 

deep voice, “Fifi, do you know what you are doing?” 

Zhou Fei Fei said angrily, “Of course I know, but you should also be clear about what you are doing!” 

Hu Yujin said in a cold voice, “Fifi, I have to remind you, don’t forget the relationship between us!” 

“So what!” 



Fei Fei Zhou said coldly, “Hu Yujin, it’s my father who promised you, not me!” 

Hu Yujin instantly frowned, “So, you’re going to back out?” 

Fei Fei Zhou snorted coldly and didn’t pay any attention to him. 

“Good! Very good!” Hu Yujin’s kiss was rejected by Fei Fei Zhou, which gave him a kind of anger of 

shame and anger, he stared at Fei Fei Zhou and nodded, “Fei Fei, you have a lot of character, I hope you 

can keep it up like this!” 

“Of course I’ll keep it up!” Fei Fei Zhou said in a cold voice, “Hu Yujin, in the future you better be able to 

show some self-respect, otherwise, don’t blame me for flipping out with you!” 

“Then you should try flipping one!” Hu Yujin was instantly fired up upon hearing this, he grimaced and 

said in a cold voice. 

“……” 

Zhou Fei Fei glanced at him, casually picked up her bag and turned around to leave. 

Hu Yujin said angrily, “Fei Fei Zhou, I promise you, sooner or later, I will make you follow me willingly!” 

“Then you can take your time and wait!” Zhou Fei Fei didn’t even turn her head back and walked away 

quickly. 

“…… Bitch!” 

Watching Zhou Fei Fei’s back disappear outside the door, Hu Yujin couldn’t help but curse angrily, 

flinging his hand and smashing the ashtray on the coffee table to the ground, kicking it over with one 

foot, breathing sharply, his face filled with anger. 

“Bitch!” Hu Yujin cursed angrily, “Thinking you’re so noble, I’m afraid you can’t wait to strip naked and 

take the initiative to beg him to grass you in front of Ji Feng, yet you’re pretending in front of me, bitchy 

bone!” 

“Wait, one day sooner or later, I will make you submit to my crotch, I’ll see how you can still pretend to 

be noble!” Hu Yujin gritted his teeth and snapped. 

“And Ji Feng ……” 

Speaking of Ji Feng, a cold light flashed in Hu Yujin’s eyes, revealing a sorrowful sneer, “Since you like Ji 

Feng so much, I’ll show you how that so-called Crown Prince of Yanjing is” 

“SQUEAK–!” 

With a sudden huge friction between the tyres and the ground, a piercing sound of sharp braking 

sounded, and the Jaguar Coupe stopped at the side of the road with a sharp brake. 

“BOOM! Boom boom!” 

Zhou Fei Fei viciously slapped the steering wheel a few times, and her originally charming and attractive 

face was now filled with anger. 



She was extraordinarily angry! 

“Bastard! Shameless!” 

Hu Yujin’s attitude and behaviour made Zhou Fei Fei hate it to her bones, and she couldn’t help but 

curse angrily! 

A moment later, Zhou Fei Fei leaned back and half reclined in her seat, closing her eyes and couldn’t 

help but let out a long sigh, with a sense of helplessness between her brows. 

Hu Yujin was too shameless and too underhanded, but there was nothing Zhou Fei Fei could do about it. 

The position of Hu Yujin and his son in the officialdom of Jiangsu and Zhejiang is very important, the 

second in command of such a large province in Jiangsu and Zhejiang is really not something that others 

can easily ignore, let alone shake. 

But if this is all, Zhou Fei Fei is not even going to dump him, although Hu Yujin’s old man is a high official, 

but Zhou Fei Fei is not afraid, their Zhou family is not without a background! 

What really made Zhou Fei Fei feel annoyed and helpless was that Hu Yujin, with his huge energy in the 

official circles of Jiangsu and Zhejiang, dared to grab her shortcomings and threaten her! 

This made her both angry and helpless! 

What made Zhou Fei Fei even more helpless was that whether it was her grandfather, or her family, or 

Hu Yujin, surprisingly all warned her not to get too close to Ji Feng …… The so-called getting too close, in 

fact, at the present moment, was undoubtedly telling her not to get involved with Ji Feng. 

If there is no help from her, Ji Feng in this unfamiliar Jiangzhe, will not be Hu Yujin how they want to 

bully, how to bully? 
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“Uncle Tong.” 

Ji Feng greeted Tong Kai De politely. 

Tong Kai De smiled and said, “In your own home, there are no outsiders, so there’s no need to be so 

polite, have a seat.” 

Ji Feng nodded with a smile and sat down opposite Tong Kai De, and was about to offer Tong Kai De a 

cigarette, but was stopped by Mrs. Tong. 

“Little Feng, don’t give your uncle a cigarette, he’s been smoking enough lately.” Mrs. Tong brought the 

tea over and asked Tong Lei to pass it over, and then said to Tong Kai De, “You, still saying that this is 

your own home? Have you ever seen so many stalkers at the door of anyone’s house?” 

“What are you talking about in front of the kids!” 

Tong Kai De looked at his wife and said, “We’re not the only ones living in the guest house, so it’s normal 

for people to come and go.” 

Mrs. Tong then stopped talking, but there was a clear trace of dissatisfaction between her eyebrows. 



Ji Feng secretly said nothing, he knew that Mrs. Tong’s dissatisfaction was not with herself, but with 

those who were stalking the guest house. 

From this, one can also see how difficult the situation is for Tong Kai De now. Even the place where he 

lived was surrounded by other people’s eyes, and he was only a little freer than being in jail when he 

lived here, but I’m afraid that after he left this door, he would have no privacy at all. 

Moreover, Ji Feng also caught a message from Mrs. Tong’s words – Tong Kai De had been smoking a lot 

recently! 

Ji Feng remembered that Tong Kai De was not a big smoker and did not usually smoke much, but 

recently he had smoked so much, so he was obviously in a difficult situation. 

It was obvious that here Tong Kai De was afraid that he was having a hard time! 

“Little Feng, don’t listen to your aunt’s nonsense.” Tong Kai De said with a smile, Ji Feng was obedient 

and put the cigarettes back, but he himself took out a cigarette from his pocket and handed one to Ji 

Feng instead, looking at Mrs. Tong who could only glare at him helplessly, turned around and went into 

the kitchen to work. 

Tong Lei pursed her lips and smiled, and also hurriedly followed him. 

Only Ji Feng and Tong Kai De were left in the living room, and at this time, Ji Feng couldn’t help but 

lower his voice and ask: “Uncle Tong, is your situation here, is it very difficult?” 

Tong Kade smiled not too concerned and said, “Hard will definitely be hard, but not so hard that it’s 

hard to move an inch.” 

To be able to be friends with Ji Zhenhua and to be dispatched to Jiangsu and Zhejiang, there was no 

doubt that Tong Kai De’s ability and wrist were definitely not weak, moreover, his heart and mind were 

certainly not comparable to those of ordinary people, because for him, this was almost like being the 

pioneer of the Ji family line in Jiangsu and Zhejiang. 

Without the ability to see the mountains and the courage and perseverance to build bridges when they 

meet the rivers, I am afraid that Tong Kade himself would not have agreed to come to Jiangsu and 

Zhejiang. 

The reason is that coming here is not a show-off, a bad one, it is likely to sink, plant a big heel not to 

mention, to bury his career here or even have a prison sentence is possible. 

The political struggle has always been extremely cruel, although many times the result of the struggle is 

a mutual compromise between the two sides, but the real encounter with a fierce fight, the results are 

not ordinary people can bear. 

Since Tong Kai De chose to come to Jiangsu and Zhejiang, he was naturally prepared. 

Ji Feng silently thought, “Even if Uncle Tong was prepared, I’m afraid the difficulties he encountered 

when he came to Jiangsu and Zhejiang would have exceeded his original expectations, right? 

“Uncle Tong, I remember that some of our people have already come to Jiangsu and Zhejiang before, 

they have been operating for such a long time, is there no space at all?” Ji Feng asked. 



Last time Ji Feng exterminated the Dragon Tiger Gang in Jiangsu and Zhejiang, involving a large group of 

officials, making the entire officialdom of Jiangsu and Zhejiang somewhat shaken, the Ji family also took 

the opportunity to send their own line of cadres to serve in Jiangsu and Zhejiang, so much time has 

passed, how is it still so …… miserable? 

Tong Kade shook his head and said, “It’s hard! They are also difficult! There are too many constraints 

around, too much resistance, and when everyone is targeting you, if you want to open up the situation, 

you have to have an opportunity and a strong hand, but for so long, our power has been held back too 

much by the Wu family, and we have almost no time to take care of this side.” 

Only then did Ji Feng dawn on him and nodded thoughtfully. 

No wonder that Song Mingyuan was so arrogant, he dared to take the initiative to send someone to 

provoke him, not at all like the grandson who could only endure the slap he gave him last time! 

It turned out that the three factions, the Wu family, Jiangzhe and Minfu, had joined forces and were so 

powerful. The remaining two southeastern factions were slightly weaker, but when they joined forces, 

they could not be underestimated. 

I think Song Mingyuan must have learned this, and only then did he dare to be so arrogant. He must 

have thought that when he came to Jiangsu and Zhejiang, he was already a fish on the chopping block, 

and he could cut and knead as much as he wanted to …… 

This is to consider yourself as a turtle in a jar ah! 

“Is there no way to break the game?” Ji Feng asked. 

“Difficult!” 

The smile on Tong Kade’s face gradually disappeared, replaced by a gloomy look, said, “Today’s Jiangzhe 

is like a rotten mud puddle surrounded by fierce beasts, to fall in is a dead end, but at the edge is not 

safe either, the beasts will try every way to swallow you!” 

Ji Feng’s heart flinched, Tong Kai De had actually used such a metaphor?! 

Could it be that Tong Kade already had a not-so-good premonition, or that he was ready to fold his 

arms? 

Ji Feng had some hard feelings in his heart, he couldn’t help but secretly clench his fists, he didn’t want 

to see Tong Kai De planted here! 

“Uncle Tong, don’t we have any helpers, right?” Ji Feng asked, the other three factions had joined 

forces, was the Ji family just alone, without even a helper? 

“You don’t understand.” 

Tong Kai De slowly shook his head and said, “The ultimate key to the game between the big factions is 

profit, but for us, profit is not the most important thing in this game, so even if there were helpers, I’m 

afraid your father wouldn’t use them.” 

Ji Feng was stunned: “Then what do we want?” 



Tong Kade shook his head and smiled, saying, “It depends, what the other side teamed up to launch the 

attack for ……” 

There was a deeper meaning to these words, Ji Feng didn’t understand too well, he had to ask again, but 

Tong Kai De waved his hand and had changed the topic: “Little Feng, in fact, you shouldn’t have come 

this time, and this girl Lei Lei didn’t tell me you were coming beforehand, otherwise, I would definitely 

not have agreed to your coming.” 

Ji Feng laughed: “Uncle Tong, don’t blame Lei Lei, I was the one who didn’t let her tell you. Besides, I 

came to see you and auntie, isn’t that what I should do!” 

“Son, I appreciate your feelings, but now is not a good time to visit me!” Tong Kai De said with emotion, 

“I don’t know how many jackals and tigers are staring at us now, and I’m afraid their eyes will be red 

when you come, do you understand?” 

“I understand.” Ji Feng nodded, wasn’t it just that someone wanted to trample him to death in Jiangzhe? 

The first day he came to Hangzhou, there were already people who couldn’t wait, he appreciated it. 

“Since you understand, then I’ll be straightforward, Little Feng, you take Lei Lei back to Jiangzhou.” Tong 

Kai De said, “The future is for you young people, but you still need room to grow and even more time to 

go back for better growth ……” 

“Uncle Tong!” 

Once Ji Feng heard the words, he didn’t wait for Tong Kai De to finish before interrupting him, “I’m not 

going back, you don’t need to persuade anymore, I plan to do something here, at least, I can’t let you 

stay here alone!” 

Tong Kade’s heart warmed, smiled, waved his hand and said, “I have nothing here, at most I’ll be a cold 

bench, but it’s different for you here ……” 

“Nothing is different.” Ji Feng said, “Uncle Tong, I think, I can grow better by staying here, even if I plant, 

there is still my big brother, he can hold up this family just the same! But if I go back, I will regret it for 

the rest of my life!” 

Tong Kai De looked at him and although he didn’t say anything, a glint of approval flashed in his eyes. 

Ji Feng added: “Uncle Tong, I think, if we fight side by side, I don’t know if we can win, but at least, we 

can turn Jiangzhe upside down!” 

Tong Kai De heard this and instantly gripped the arm of his chair hard, but his face was unmoving as he 

smiled and said, “What, do you still want to be a Sun Monkey?” 

Ji Feng slowly said, “If …… this Jiangzhe is the alchemy furnace of Tai Shang Laojun, then I want to be 

that Sun Monkey who is making a big mess in the Heavenly Palace, what if I make a mess ……!” 

These words, Ji Feng said powerfully, although the words are not high sounding, but full of pride and 

ambition. 

Men live in the world, should go to split the wind and cut the waves! 



Tong Kaide did not say anything else, but only looked at Ji Feng’s bravado that was full of stamina and 

fighting spirit, and a look of relief appeared in his eyes. 

After that, Tong Kai De did not continue this topic and asked about Ji Feng’s studies and the affairs of 

the Tengfei Group. 

Ji Feng understood that the fact that Tong Kai De no longer advised him to go back was already an 

attitude in itself. 

Tong Kade, too, wanted to put up a fight! 

Until dinner, the two of them never continued that topic just now. When Ji Feng was about to leave 

after dinner, Tong Kade suddenly said, “If you can, you can go check out the East City Group.” 

Ji Feng was slightly stunned at his words, and then nodded silently. 

East City Group? 

This name that Tong Kai De said rang in Ji Feng’s mind, and he decided to check it out, because he knew 

that Tong Kai De would definitely not mention this for no reason. 

From the sound of it, it was a group of companies, and since it was a group, it must not be small in scale, 

so Ji Feng decided to take the most direct and simple approach first and check it out from the internet. 

The results soon came out. 

Dongcheng Group, chairman Tao Dongcheng, is a very large private enterprise in Jiangsu and Zhejiang, 

business involves electronics, real estate, clothing and trade and many other industries, market value of 

tens of billions of dollars, no doubt, this is a commercial giant ship! 

Seeing this, Ji Feng understood what Tong Kai De meant, the chairman of this Dongcheng Group, Tao 

Dongcheng, Ji Feng had heard of it, because this person was the father of the so-called one of the five 

young men of Jiangsu and Zhejiang, Tao Senjun! 
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Such a large group of companies undoubtedly holds great weight in the economic circle of Jiangsu and 

Zhejiang! 

If there were any problems with this group company, once it was exposed, it would definitely cause a 

sensation. 

In a society like China, where human relations are more important than one’s own ability, it is 

impossible for any enterprise to grow bigger and stronger without an official background or connections 

in the government. 

Therefore, if there are really problems with the East City Group, when the time comes, as soon as the 

investigation is conducted, many people will definitely be implicated. 

If Tong Kai De told him about the East City Group, then it should be that Tong Kai De had received wind 

or had grasped something and was able to determine that there was a problem with the East City 

Group, and, moreover, it should be no small problem. 



However, even if we know that there is a problem with the East City Group, how to investigate it is a bit 

of a problem. 

If you go through the official power, not to mention that it will alarm Tao Dongcheng, who may hide the 

evidence against himself, just the top management of Jiangsu and Zhejiang will definitely not agree. 

Ji Feng rubbed his chin, narrowed his eyes in contemplation, and said to himself, “Dongcheng Group 

……” 

At this time, Ji Feng suddenly remembered Zhao Kai. The first thing that I want to do is to get the best 

out of it. 

If Zhao Kai was around at this time, he would be able to have a discussion, and one person would be 

able to think of the short and two people would be able to think of the long. 

But now, Ji Feng can only inform Zhao Kai to come to Hangzhou first, but the matter at hand, he still 

needs to do it himself. 

Without thinking about how to investigate the East City Group, Ji Feng dialed Zhao Kai’s phone number: 

“Kai Zi, it’s me, I’m having some trouble here, I need you to come to Hangzhou again!” 

Originally, Ji Feng had sent Zhao Kai to come to Hangzhou, but considering that the Tengfei Group was 

facing a lot of trouble, he transferred Zhao Kai back, but now, he had to let Zhao Kai come. 

“I’ll pack up and leave right away!” Zhao Kai got the order and agreed without saying a word, “Do you 

need me to do anything else?” 

“Tell Han Zhong that I said so, and that the Tengfei Group is relying on him during this period of time!” Ji 

Feng said in a deep voice, “Also, go to the security department and tell Yi Xingchen to bring his men over 

as well.” 

“Understood.” 

After hanging up the phone, Ji Feng couldn’t help but exhale a long breath of turbid air, “Phew~~” 

His eyes narrowed slightly and a cold aura flashed instantly, “Since you guys treat me like fish on a 

chopping board, then let’s wait and see who’s the fish and who’s the meat!” 

The Five Young Boys of Jiangsu and Zhejiang? 

“Humph!” Ji Feng coldly snorted in disdain, he had even fought with the two brothers Wu Zhiyong, so 

why would he be afraid of a few small local government officials? 

It was just a fight to the death! 

“Pop!” 

Ji Feng put away the pocket computer he was carrying and put it in his bag, saying, “Bai Zhu, wait in the 

car for a while, I’ll go down for a cigarette.” 

Bai Zhu was a little worried and said softly, “Young Ji.” 



Ji Feng smiled faintly and pinched her face, “Don’t worry, I’m fine, I just have some issues to think about, 

so I need to be alone for a while.” 

“Mm.” 

Bai Zhu softly mewed, all without the fierceness of the black widow, extraordinarily gentle and 

considerate. 

Ji Feng got out of the car, casually closed the door and leaned against the car to smoke, but he was not 

using the cigarette to kill his sorrow, but really wanted to be by himself. 

Next, maybe it will be a dragon fight, maybe …… it will be a fierce fight! 

Whichever it is, the one who loses in the end will not end up too well. 

In view of the intensity of the game between the two major factions at the moment, if he loses, it is 

likely that he will break his neck in Jiangzhe, and he himself cannot even estimate what will happen to 

him. 

And if the other side loses …… 

Ji Feng coldly smiled, then there is nothing to say! 

Therefore, Ji Feng had to think calmly and perfect his plan of action as much as possible, not to be 

foolproof, as long as he could anticipate some situations as much as possible, it would be enough. 

“Ding ……” 

Suddenly, Ji Feng’s mobile phone rang, it was Zhao Kai calling, he immediately picked up the phone, “Kai 

Zi, what’s wrong?” 

Zhao Kai said, “At Manager Yi’s place, it’s better for you to talk, I can’t talk.” 

“Can’t say anything?” Ji Feng was stunned. 

“He said that he must hear your or General Manager Xiao’s personal instructions, otherwise he is only 

responsible for the security of the entire Tengfei Group and won’t go anywhere!” Zhao Kai said, “I 

haven’t communicated with General Xiao yet, so I’ll give you a call first.” 

It turned out that Zhao Kai, after receiving Ji Feng’s order, immediately the security department looked 

for Yi Xingchen to convey Ji Feng’s order, but what he didn’t expect was that although Yi Xingchen was 

polite to him, when it came to the order, Yi Xingchen politely refused. 

When Zhao Kai pressed him for the reason, Yi Xingchen surprisingly said that his duty was to be in 

charge of the security of the Tengfei Group, other than that, he was only directly responsible for Ji Feng 

and Xiao Yuxuan. 

The implication was that the orders he had conveyed to Zhao Kai did not count and that Yi Xingchen 

would not listen. 

Zhao Kai was helpless, so he could only call Ji Feng. 



Ji Feng immediately understood, he laughed and said, “Alright, I know what’s going on, old Yi is just that 

tempered, don’t take it to heart.” 

Zhao Kai said, “I understand.” 

Ji Feng smiled, “I’ll call him now, but for the sake of concealment, you can come over early first.” 

“Understood.” Zhao Kai said. 

Ji Feng then hung up the phone and called Yi Xingchen again, only for Yi Xingchen to immediately agree 

without even asking what it was about. 

Ji Feng admonished, “Old Yi, the company side must be arranged well, where there is a problem the 

company must not have a mistake, understand?” 

Yi Xingchen immediately patted his chest and assured him, saying, “Boss, don’t worry, I will only bring 

Zhijian over, the company side has Lu Gang and the others, there will definitely not be any problems.” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Good then, when you arrive in Hangzhou, find yourself a place to stay, I’ll 

contact you when you need it.” 

“Got it.” 

Yi Xingchen nodded, Ji Feng was all set to hang up the phone when he heard him suddenly ask again, “By 

the way, boss, do you want to bring weapons?” 

Ji Feng deliberated for a moment and said in a deep voice, “Bring!” 

Yi Xingchen then had a number in his mind as he said, “I know what to do.” 

“Keep in touch.” 

Hanging up the phone, Ji Feng’s heart was at ease. Yi Xingchen brought Yao Zhijian over, although there 

were only two of them, they were worth dozens of good men, Jiangzhe was someone else’s territory, it 

was useless even if they came with more people, soldiers were more valuable than more, on the 

contrary, it was better to come with just a few people, as long as they were effective, it was better than 

having more people. 

And then, Ji Feng’s gaze swept towards a direction to his right and gave a secret sneer. 

“Boom!” 

Ji Feng got in the car, closed the door and said, “Bai Zhu, find a random hotel.” 

Bai Zhu nodded and asked, “Young Ji, do you want to get rid of the tail behind you?” 

“No need!” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said in a deep voice, “Let them follow, keep them, maybe we can use them 

again sometime.” 

Bai Zhu nodded gently, stepped on the accelerator, and the BMW X6 sped off. 



At this point, a car not far behind, also parked at the side of the road with double flashes, also followed 

the start, accelerated, trailing the BMW x6 and went. 

…… 

  

Su Yayun was standing in front of the floor-to-ceiling window with her arms just like that, and the two 

groups of plump soft flesh in front of her breasts were so squeezed that a dazzling deep cleavage 

appeared, which was hidden through the gap of the unfastened buttons. 

Feminine, seductive, with a hot body, yet majestic, noble and cold …… 

Any man who sees this scene will, I’m afraid, feel how appropriate these words are to Su Yayun’s body, 

yet some words are lacking. 

There is such a woman in this world who seems to be a natural beauty, perhaps not a beautiful one, but 

a different kind of charm that makes men want to conquer her at first sight, yet be ashamed of 

themselves under her cold and noble aura. 

There is no doubt that Su Ya Yun is such a woman! 

But as the eldest sister of the East Sea Gang and the boss of the East Sea Group, Su Yayun, apart from 

her own light and charm, also gives people an invisible sense of oppression and a kind of majesty that 

many times only men have. 

Because of this, no one in the East Sea Gang, where men are the majority, dares to disobey Su Yayun, 

and many people do not even dare to look at her directly. 

Even Zhao Yafan, the recognized business wizard of Hangzhou, the boss of the East Sea Group, was a bit 

restrained in front of Su Yayun, but Liao Qichang was an exception. 

“Big sister, there’s someone outside to see you.” Liao Qichang knocked on the door and walked in, quite 

a bit excited. 

“What kind of person?” Su Yayun turned around and asked. 

Liao Qichang laughed heatedly, “Big sister, guess who’s here …… Well, it’s Guo Tao!” 

Liao Qichang wanted to sell a story, but when he saw Su Yayun’s eyebrows knitted, he hurriedly said the 

answer and didn’t dare to let Su Yayun guess. 

“Guo Tao?” Su Yayun was slightly stunned, seemingly not remembering for a moment who the owner of 

this name was, exactly. 

“Big sister, you forgot that when we destroyed the Dragon Tiger Gang before, it was Mr. Ji who helped 

out, and Guo Tao was one of his men.” Liao Qichang hurriedly reminded. 

“Eh?” 

Su Yayun’s eyebrows suddenly knitted together and her face changed slightly, “Is …… Mr. Ji here?!” 

She didn’t even notice it herself, her voice actually had a faint tremor in it. 
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“Hmm?” 

Su Yayun’s eyebrows suddenly tightened and her face changed slightly, “Is …… Mr. Ji here?!” 

She herself hadn’t even noticed that her voice had a faint tremble in it. 

Su Yayun did not remember who Guo Tao was, but she would never fail to remember Ji Feng, even if a 

long time had passed since she had last seen him. 

“Dachang, you go tell him, just say I have something to go out, not here …… No, it’s not quite 

appropriate to say that, let’s say, you just tell him that I had something temporary before I went out for 

not much time, but what exactly it is you don’t know, and I don’t know when I will come back ……” 

Su Yayun spoke with a vague sense of panic, “You ask him what exactly he has to do, then you can come 

back and tell me after he’s gone, hmm, just say that.” 

Liao Qichang didn’t notice Su Yayun’s strange appearance, he was just a little surprised and asked, “Big 

sister, you don’t want to see Mr. Ji?” 

“Not at all!” 

Su Yayun suddenly raised her voice, but she realized her outburst in a flash and busily said, “I just don’t 

know what he’s doing here yet, so I want to have more time to think about it.” 

Liao Qichang immediately realized, “I understand, big sister, you actually want to find out what Mr. Ji is 

up to first, and then go see him after you’ve thought of a solution, so it will be handled smoothly, right?” 

Su Yayun was amused and helpless, waving her hand and saying, “Just tell him like that.” 

However, who knew that Liao Qichang was shaking his head before saying, “Big sister, I forgot to tell you 

in the rush of talking just now, Mr. Ji didn’t come, only Guo Tao came alone.” 

“What?” 

Su Yayun could not help but stare at the words, immediately her charming and moving face turned red, 

and did not know whether she was angry or what, just pointed her finger at Liao Qichang, “You …… you 

really …… ” 

Liao Qichang is very strange, can’t help but ask: “Big sister, what’s wrong?” 

He was a little bewildered, he did not say anything ah, why big sister so big reaction? As if he had made 

a mistake? 

However, looking at Liao Qichang’s bewildered and innocent look, Su Yayun was speechless, she was 

really angry and amused, this Liao Qichang was loyal to her, and his skills were also quite good, but his 

head was not too bright, and he was not good at it, but she did not expect Liao Qichang to be so single-

minded. 

She did not bother to explain to Liao Qichang, in fact there is no way to explain to him, can only wave his 

hand and said, “Okay, I know, you go and invite Guo Tao to my office.” 



Liao Qichang was instantly pardoned and immediately nodded his head and said loudly, “Yes, big sister.” 

“In the future, in the company, you have to call me Chief Su!” Su Yayun’s beautiful eyes glared at him 

and reprimanded, “If I hear you call me big sister again, I will starve you for three days!” 

“Huh? Don’t ah Big Sister …… Chief Su!” As soon as Liao Qichang shouted out the word big sister, he 

suddenly reacted and hurriedly corrected himself. 

“Go on!” 

Su Yayun held back her laughter and shooed Liao Qichang out, this guy just knew how to eat, once he 

heard that he had to starve him for three days, this brain also suddenly became smart! 

But soon, Su Yayun couldn’t stop laughing. 

“Guo Tao …… his men?” 

Su Yayun whispered to herself, not knowing if she thought of something, her eyes carried a look of 

reminiscence, with a touch of shyness, a hint of exasperation, and some …… weirdness in them! 

In a moment, Su Yayun’s face was faintly burning, making her even more charming and attractive. 

“Knock, knock, knock!” 

Suddenly, a knock on the door jolted Su Yayun out of that state of reminiscence, she suddenly came 

back to her senses, only then did she feel her face burning, she was startled, she hurriedly pulled open 

the drawer and took out the makeup box from inside, opening the box and looking at the mirror on the 

lid, she quickly swept her eyes twice and found that the redness on her face was not too obvious, she 

was then slightly relieved and put her mind at ease. 

“Get in!” 

Su Yayun quickly packed up her things, all in one go, into a drawer, before she answered. 

Immediately after that, the door of the office was pushed open, and Liao Qichang walked in with Guo 

Tao, saying, “Da …… General Su, someone is here.” 

Su Yayun immediately glared at him as soon as she heard this, what do you mean by coming, say 

something elegant …… forget it, she also knew that it was really too difficult to get Liao Qichang to say 

something too elegant, it was simply impossible. 

So, Su Yayun directly waved her hand, shooed Liao Qichang, a big dumb bastard, out, reached out and 

made a gesture of invitation, smiled and said, “Mr. Guo, please sit down.” 

“Thank you.” 

Guo Tao sat down. 

Su Yayun looked on, a complicated look flashed across her face and said, “Mr. Guo, we meet again.” 

Guo Tao laughed, “Fortunately, Mr. Su still remembered, otherwise, it would have been time to cry.” 

Su Yayun smiled and could not help but feel a little strange, “How do you say this?” 



“Don’t misunderstand, Mr. Su, I’m not being sarcastic!” Guo Tao saw that Su Yayun looked a bit off, and 

immediately reacted that what he said seemed a bit inappropriate, he hurriedly explained, “It’s just that, 

this time we’ve encountered some trouble.” 

“Trouble?” 

Su Yayun immediately heard several meanings from Guo Tao’s words, “You guys? Mr. Guo, I don’t quite 

understand what you mean, can you say something clearer?” 

Guo Tao nodded, even if Su Yayun didn’t ask he would definitely say it, he came here this time just to 

get Su Yayun’s help, so he immediately said, “Mr. Su, to be honest, my boss is in trouble, I came here 

this time to ask for Mr. Su’s help.” 

Su Yayun couldn’t help but be slightly stunned at his words, “Your boss?” 

“It’s Ji Feng, Mr. Ji.” Guo Tao said. 

“Oh?” 

Su Yayun couldn’t help but tremble slightly under her heart, even her voice trembled slightly, “Mr. Ji …… 

is in trouble? What kind of trouble?” 

Guo Tao said, “There are people in Jiangsu and Zhejiang who want to deal with our boss, but we don’t 

know exactly who it is. Moreover, we can say that we are unfamiliar with Jiangsu and Zhejiang, and we 

are in the dark, so I have to come here to seek the help of Mr. Su.” 

Su Yayun couldn’t help but frown slightly at his words, Guo Tao’s words were too general, he didn’t 

know who wanted to deal with Ji Feng, and there was no more specific information, how was he going 

to find out? 

If it was possible to know what kind of enemies Ji Feng had incurred, or which side of the family was 

trying to deal with Ji Feng, it would be easier to investigate, such as people from the business sector, 

then Su Yayun could use the power of the business sector to investigate, if it was someone from the 

road, then she could use the power of the Donghai Gang to investigate. 

But now this is clueless, even if she wants to investigate, she doesn’t know where to start! 

“Mr. Guo, can you be a bit more specific?” Su Yayun asked, “Do you know which party is trying to deal 

with your boss? How? Where did you hear this information from?” 

“I can’t say anything more specific.” Guo Tao shook his head and said, “I would like to ask Su to help me 

inquire about some of the high level of Jiangsu and Zhejiang, the others, mainly the five young men of 

Jiangsu and Zhejiang, I would like to know their details, especially if others don’t know about them.” 

“The top brass of Jiangsu and Zhejiang?” 

Su Yayun was surprised at his words, but then she was relieved, it was true, she knew a bit about what Ji 

Feng was, and those who could deal with Ji Feng would certainly not be at a very low level themselves. 

In this way, the scope was much narrower. 

“By the way, in the official world, it seems that someone is also targeting our boss.” Guo Tao said again. 



“I know.” 

This time, Su Yayun wasn’t too surprised, those who dared to target Ji Feng must have come from 

somewhere, and certainly not an ordinary source, so it wasn’t surprising that this kind of targeting came 

from the official circles. 

“Mr. Guo, I know about this matter, I will immediately help you investigate, as soon as there is any 

news, I will immediately inform you.” Su Yayun said. 

“Chief Su, thank you.” Guo Tao hurriedly thanked him, Su Yayun was so quick to agree to help even 

though she knew that Ji Feng’s enemy might not be small, which showed that she was still very 

benevolent. 

Su Yayun waved her hand, “You’re welcome.” 

After Guo Tao left, Su Yayun’s charming face couldn’t help but float a little bit of gloom, she thought 

about it and picked up the phone, “This is Su Yayun, help me do see things ……” 

The first day Ji Feng came to Hangzhou, he learned the power of some people in Jiangsu and Zhejiang, it 

was quite a wonderful day, just arrived in Hangzhou, Zhou Fei Fei knew about it, however he only met 

with Zhou Fei Fei once, he was followed again. 

It was someone sent by Song Mingyuan, for the sake of, but to ‘warmly welcome’ him to Hangzhou! 

Immediately afterwards, Ji Feng learnt about Tong Kai De’s difficult situation in Hangzhou, which made 

him feel indignant in his heart, but also inspired the ambition and pride in his bones. 

He decided to fight back! 

And it wasn’t just something he had originally thought of before coming to Hangzhou, just something to 

do in order to relieve the pressure on his father’s side, now, his body was full of fighting spirit and he 

was determined to break the game in Hangzhou ……! 

No matter how many people are surrounding him or what kind of harsh circumstances he is facing, with 

Tong Lei by his side and his father and family behind him, he has endless strength. 

He would throw a heavy punch and blast all the demons and spirits into slag! 

“Young Ji, let me keep watch!” 

At night, Ji Feng and Bai Zhu checked in at a hotel, but because someone was following them during the 

day, Bai Zhu’s vigilance was raised to the highest level, and she vaguely felt a little uneasy, so she 

planned to take the night watch. 

Ji Feng shook his head, “No, you’ve been tired all day too, rest early.” 

Bai Zhu couldn’t help but say, “But ……” 

“Don’t worry, it’s not the time to finally see the real thing, they won’t be that stupid.” Ji Feng said, “You 

rest at ease.” 

“But those people today ……” 



Bai Zhu was still a bit uneasy, she had a strong feeling of unease in her heart and couldn’t help but say, 

“Young Ji, we have to be careful.” 

Ji Feng deliberated for a moment and nodded, “Then be more careful.” 
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It was late at night. 

Ji Feng exited from the intelligent brain space, but did not open his eyes immediately, instead 

summarising the gains and losses of this training session. 

This was a good habit he had developed for a long time, after each training session, he would make a 

summary. Although his body building exercises had now reached the third stage long ago, and in the 

database of the intelligent brain, he had actually reached the peak, but according to the intelligent 

brain, there was still development further back, and even the fourth stage. 

The Wise Brain had then used the illusory three-dimensional light screen to show Ji Feng a duel between 

two super masters, and according to the Wise Brain, those two masters were likely to have already 

entered the fourth stage, or perhaps even a higher level. 

The terrifying scene where those two could shatter a mountain with a single punch and kick still makes Ji 

Feng extraordinarily shocked every time he thinks about it, was that really something human power 

could do? 

Even if Ji Feng’s Body Building Exercise had now entered the third stage, it was still a bit too far for him 

to say that he had reached that step, because that kind of gap was just too big, even if he pushed his full 

strength to attack now, not to mention a mountain, he would only be able to break a rock with a single 

punch! 

So Ji Feng had to persevere with his training, and it turned out that the intelligent brain would not lie to 

him, even though he was still at the third stage of body building exercises, and could almost be said to 

be inching forward, he felt his strength improving with every training session. 

So Ji Feng firmly believed that as long as he persisted, his strength would continue to rise and eventually 

reach the terrifying level of those two people in the light screen in general. 

Of course, to reach that level of strength, there was still a prerequisite – one had to deduce the fourth 

stage of body-building exercises by himself. 

In other words, one has to find the path one wants to take in cultivation in the future! 

But this was not so easy to find, so Ji Feng was in no hurry to steadily increase his strength first. Now 

was not the time that would allow him to meditate and push through the fourth stage. 

“Phew~~” 

Ji Feng slowly opened his mouth and exhaled a foul breath, as the bio-current flowed through his body, 

Ji Feng could clearly notice that his body would take on a purified state as it absorbed the external 

energy. 



In other words, while his body was absorbing external energy to strengthen itself, some turbid 

substances in his body would also be expelled through various forms, and exhaling turbid air was one of 

them. 

With the end of his cultivation, Ji Feng’s body completely relaxed and he was ready to fall asleep. 

“Stomp stomp stomp ……” 

Just at this moment, Ji Feng suddenly heard a footstep vaguely, he suddenly opened his eyes, a brilliant 

aura flashed from his eyes, just then, another buzzing sound was heard, but his mobile phone vibrated. 

Ji Feng picked up his mobile phone and swept it, then he frowned and a cold aura flashed instantly in his 

eyes. 

“BANG BANG BANG BANG!” 

Suddenly, the door of the room was knocked on, the knocking sound was urgent, and at the same time, 

someone else’s loud shout came from outside: “Open the door, the police are on the verge of 

inspection!” 

The next moment, not waiting for Ji Feng to answer, the room door was opened with a tick, click …… 

outside was shaken, the room door was on the security lock it. 

This time Ji Feng through the doorway also saw the situation outside, really is a group of police officers, 

there are seven or eight people, among them there is also the hotel waiter is also next to, just now is 

obviously she opened the room door, just these people are afraid that did not expect the door is still on 

the security lock. 

“It’s really coming!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and snicker in his heart. 

“Open the door!” 

At this time, the policeman outside could not open the door for a while, so he could not help but get a 

little anxious and shouted, “Open the door immediately, or else you will be punished for harboring!” 

Ji Feng was slightly stunned at his words, then he shook his head and laughed, so unprofessional, this is 

also a police officer? 

He picked up his mobile phone and sent a text message, and only then did he slowly get up and put on 

all his clothes before he came to the door and asked, “Who is it? What’s this knocking in the middle of 

the night?” 

“Police inspection!” A policeman outside shouted, “Open the door immediately!” 

“Snap!” 

Ji Feng opened the security lock. 

The next moment, seven or eight policemen swarmed in, and one of them even came up and kicked Ji 

Feng. 



A cold light suddenly flashed in Ji Feng’s eyes, and his body just gently sidestepped and dodged. 

The policeman’s kick was extremely heavy, so Ji Feng’s sudden dodge caused him to stumble and he 

immediately cursed: “Damn! Put your hands on your head and squat against the wall …… ah!” 

In a flash! 

The policeman hadn’t even finished his words when he suddenly let out a miserable scream, as if he was 

suddenly possessed, or as if he was suddenly attacked, his whole body suddenly flew out sideways, 

knocking the policeman behind him to the ground as well, and the two of them instantly turned into two 

rolling gourds! 

The two of them turned into two rolling gourds! 

The other policemen were horrified at the sight of this and hastily drew their guns and pointed them at 

Ji Feng, shouting, “Don’t move!” 

“Crouch down with your hands on your head!” 

“Lean against the wall, immediately! Shoot on the spot if you dare to resist!” 

…… 

Listening to the shouting of these policemen, Ji Feng smiled indifferently and said nothing, only slowly 

raised his hands, but did not squat against the wall with his hands on his head as those policemen said. 

Seeing Ji Feng raise his hands, the other policemen also let out a slight sigh of relief, but one of them 

was still uneasy and pushed Ji Feng against the wall, shouting: “Are you deaf? I told you to squat against 

the wall with your hands on your head, didn’t you hear me?!” 

Ji Feng glanced at him and simply asked indifferently, “What crime have I committed, why should I squat 

against the wall?” Said 

“Committed what crime?” 

The policeman glanced at him and sneered, “You’ll find out later!” 

As he spoke, a policeman had already rushed to help the policeman who suddenly flew out sideways, 

but when he reached the policeman, he could not help but suck in a breath of cold air: “Hiss-!” 

He saw that the policeman, who had fallen to the ground and was moaning in pain, his thighs had been 

twisted in an abnormal way, and it was obvious that the thigh bones had been broken. 

But what was even more shocking to his companions was that this policeman’s ribs had somehow sunk 

into a deep depression, which could be seen even through his clothes – this was obviously not a 

deformity, just by looking at his expression, one could tell what kind of pain he was suffering at this 

moment! 

This scene shocked everyone present, none of them saw how it happened or what had happened before 

the policeman flew across the room, and if there hadn’t been an outsider present, they would almost 

have thought there was a psychic event going on. 



So, apart from the two policemen who carried the injured companion to the hospital for treatment, the 

remaining four policemen all looked angrily at Ji Feng – he was the only outsider present, who else could 

have done it but him? 

But what annoyed these few policemen even more was that, seeing the injured policeman being carried 

away, Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and laugh, saying, “Being a human being, it’s not good to 

be too arrogant, you’ll get retribution, I didn’t really believe it before, but I never thought I’d actually see 

it with my own eyes now!” 

“Ka!” 

The policeman at the head was furious, he jammed a pistol, the bullet was loaded and aimed at Ji Feng, 

he said in a cold voice: “Bastard, you attacked a police officer and now you dare to say something cool, 

believe it or not, I will shoot you right here!” 

Ji Feng raised his eyebrows, “Here?” 

He snorted at once and asked, “What, you guys weren’t originally planning to kill me here? Then where 

did you want to take me to do it?” 

The policeman at the head of the group instantly changed his face slightly, then he swirled and became 

even more vicious, gritting his teeth and saying, “Kid, I think you want to die.” 

Ji Feng didn’t say anything, facing the four pistols he didn’t care, instead he even put down his raised 

hand, casually pulled over the chair in the room and sat down, crossed his legs and looked at the four 

policemen, faintly asked: “Whether I want to die or not, that will be discussed later, right now I just 

want to know, what makes you guys barge into my room for no reason? ” 

The policeman in the lead sneered, “Why can’t the police come to your room when they are just 

inspecting you? Kid, originally, we were still just doing a provisional inspection, but now, you attacked a 

police officer and caused a police officer to be seriously injured, you have been involved in a criminal 

offence, this is no longer a joke!” 

Ji Feng’s face straightened, “I also think this is not a joke, so you must be careful with your words!” 

The policeman in charge gave him a cold glare and shouted coldly, “Arrest him!” 

“Boom!” 

Ji Feng suddenly slapped his hand on the table fiercely and said in a cold voice, “I’ll see which one of you 

dares! You really don’t know what you’re doing! You said I assaulted a police officer, so I assaulted a 

police officer? Where is your evidence?” 

“You’re the only outsider here, who else is there?” A policeman shouted. 

“That’s not easy to say!” 

Ji Feng slowly shook his head and said, “It’s normal for colleagues to have conflicts with each other, 

maybe one of you had a conflict with that person and took advantage of the confusion to suddenly lay a 

black hand on him? Now you want to accuse me wrongly, huh?” 



“You bullshit!” 

The police officer at the head of the group cursed angrily, “Take it away for me!” 

Ji Feng reached out his hand, slowly stood up, came to the head policeman and clicked …… 

At once, the guns of the remaining three policemen were all aimed at him, but Ji Feng acted as if he 

didn’t see the seeming, just glanced at the number on the chest of the policeman in charge and said, 

“You’d better have a cleaner mouth when you speak …… I’m doing this for your own good!” 

“……” 

Ji Feng’s voice was not high when he spoke, his expression was also very bland, and I don’t know how it 

happened, but that police officer in charge could not help but have a palpitation in his heart, opened his 

mouth and did not say anything. 

But then he realized that he had been scared by this kid. He had been frightened for a moment. 

The policeman in charge immediately felt that he had been humiliated, and a feeling of annoyance and 

anger immediately spread throughout his body, he grabbed Ji Feng’s collar and roared viciously: “Do you 

know who you are talking to? Ah? I think you want to die you!” 
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Ji Feng smiled and looked at the policeman’s hideous expression, and lowered his voice and said, 

“Listen, it’s not me who wants to die, it’s you who wants to die! I remember you, and I promise you, 

what you do today, you will regret it for the rest of your life in the future!” 

When the policeman heard this, he was furious, how dare a little yakuza threaten him? 

“Take him away!” 

He shouted, his eyes coldly staring at Ji Feng, and roared fiercely, “Kid, today I will let you know my 

methods!” 

The three policemen around him immediately surrounded him and were about to arrest Ji Feng. 

“Hold on!” 

Ji Feng’s face sank, “Arrest me? On what grounds? Don’t police officers need evidence and reason to 

arrest people?” 

The policeman in charge sneered at that, “On what grounds? Isn’t it enough to arrest you for assaulting 

a police officer?” 

“Which eye did you see that I assaulted a police officer?” Ji Feng asked. 

“How dare you slyly argue?!” The policeman said through clenched teeth, “You are the only outsider 

present, who else could it be if not you? I’m telling you, I’ll arrest you for sure today!” 

“That’s just your deduction!” 



Ji Feng said indifferently, “Isn’t it too overbearing for you to arrest me based on mere inference? You, a 

policeman, is that what you do?” 

The policeman sneered, “The fact that you assaulted a police officer is plain here, you still want to 

argue? Cut the crap and arrest him!” 

When Ji Feng saw this, he knew that it would be difficult to get any more words out of this man’s mouth. 

Although this man was arrogant and vicious, he was not lacking in vigilance, which was perhaps a habit 

developed over a long period of time as a police officer. 

So, Ji Feng smiled disdainfully: “You say I assaulted a police officer? Then, I’ll show you what the truth 

is!” 

As he spoke, he turned around and walked to the window, and as soon as he pulled the curtain open, he 

saw that a mobile phone was actually fixed on top of the windowsill, and looking at the direction of the 

camera, it was facing the area near the door. 

As soon as the policeman in charge saw the phone, his face changed and he shouted, “Good, how dare 

you harbor evidence …… to bring the phone here!” 

Ji Feng at this moment but a foot on the chair, took down the phone, tapped on the screen a few times 

and said, “I’d love to know how exactly I assaulted the police, you guys tell me instead!” 

As soon as the policeman took the phone over, he saw that a video was being played on it, precisely 

from the time Ji Feng went to open the door until he removed the phone. 

Soon, these few policemen saw the process of their companion being attacked, but after seeing it, they 

were as shocked as if they had seen a ghost. 

–Only to see that a few of them just entered the door, a police officer suddenly kicked Ji Feng, but Ji 

Feng dodged violently, immediately after, that police officer then directly flew out sideways, in the 

middle of this, Ji Feng and that police officer between the distance of more than a meter, and Ji Feng 

also did not have the slightest sign of hands. 

That policeman …… actually flew out by himself! 

This is simply a living ghost? 

Several police officers were all shocked beyond belief, and although the phone screen was small, the 

pixels were high, so they could clearly see the whole process. 

Ji Feng …… really didn’t do anything! The policeman flew out on his own, which looked really bizarre, 

almost as if a ghost had suddenly kicked the policeman from the side! 

Several policemen looked at each other, but they were all stunned beyond belief. 

“How about it, see clearly?” Ji Feng asked indifferently. 

“Hell no!” 

The policeman in the lead snorted coldly, “It must be you who stirred it up!” 



He couldn’t believe it if he said that no one had stirred it up, the injured policeman had broken his thigh 

bone and ribs, and how could a big living man suddenly fly out by himself? 

Ji Feng said indifferently, “Speak, speak with evidence!” 

The policeman’s face changed and he gritted his teeth, “Fine! Even if you didn’t assault the police, but 

we received a report that illegal **** activities are being carried out here, and we are now going to 

conduct a search ……” 

Swish! 

Ji Feng’s face turned steeply gloomy: “What did you say?!” 

The policeman, however, coldly snorted, “Search!” 

Ji Feng’s gaze was cold as he stared at the policemen, but did not stop them, now he understood 

everything, the other party knew that he and Bai Zhu had checked into the hotel together and had a 

suite, that’s why the police came, as long as they caught the two of them sleeping in the same room, 

even if it was the same suite and not in the same bed, they would be convicted of prostitution! 

When the time comes, Ji Feng will not be able to say it clearly even if his body is covered with mouths. 

As for the consequences …… 

Detention and fines are nothing, but in doing so, his reputation will be tarnished, and Bai Zhu’s 

reputation will be even less. 

The toad jumped on his feet and disgusted people instead of biting them! 

This was someone trying to disgust him on purpose! 

And, it was using Bai Zhu’s reputation to disgust him, to stink them both up! 

At this moment, a strong killing spirit welled up in Ji Feng’s heart, no matter who actually did this, it had 

touched Ji Feng’s bottom line! 

It was unforgivable! 

Ji Feng casually pulled over a chair and sat down with a big knife and said coldly, “Give me back my 

phone!” 

The policeman grunted: “This is evidence, we’re still taking it away, we can’t return it to you for now!” 

Ji Feng’s eyes narrowed slightly, “No problem, you can take it away as you like, anyway, I have more 

than just this one phone here, if you don’t think this one angle shot is enough, you can come back to 

me!” 

As soon as he said this, several policemen’s faces changed at the same time. 

The policeman in the lead immediately asked, “You still have surveillance footage?” 

Ji Feng said indifferently, “After coming to Jiangsu and Zhejiang I heard that there are too many mad 

dogs and villains here, so in order to defend myself, of course I had to make a few more preparations!” 



The policeman stared at him and said through clenched teeth, “You’re bluffing me, huh?” 

Ji Feng laughed disdainfully, “Bluff you? Are you worthy of it? It’s just a mobile phone, it’s not worth 

much money, just take it away!” 

The policeman stared closely at Ji Feng, trying to see something on his face, but with his Daoist skills, 

how could he tell what Ji Feng was really thinking? 

“Well!” 

In the end, the policeman compromised, he waved his hand and let his men return the phone to Ji Feng, 

no matter if what Ji Feng said was true or not, he didn’t dare to bet on it, Ji Feng’s aura was not an 

ordinary person at first glance, and although he couldn’t tell what brand of clothes he was wearing, the 

material was obviously not ordinary. 

A person like this must also have a certain backstage. If he really still has evidence in his hands, then this 

is a bit of a problem today, unless one can find evidence of Ji Feng’s illegal **** association with others. 

The evidence is the most important, as long as the evidence can be found, the assault on the police is 

irrelevant, because from the video Ji Feng did not assault the police in the first place. 

So his intention to take away the phone and delete the video faded away, let’s find the evidence first! 

“Give me a careful search, search every room, under the bed, in the cupboards, behind the curtains, no 

place can be spared!” The policeman in charge bellowed. 

Successive defeats at Ji Feng’s hands had made him a little irritated, just by just entering the door one of 

his companions had been seriously injured and inexplicably, he was extraordinarily angry and had a 

feeling that he was being teased by Ji Feng, this was simply fucking playing him like a monkey! 

Ji Feng put his phone away and sat there and let them search him, only, his gaze swept over, but he took 

down the faces and police numbers of all these people. 

There are some scores to be settled slowly later! 

After the big game, as long as he won, he would not spare any of these people! 

“Report, no.” 

“Team Gao, there’s no …… in this room either.” 

Very quickly, the search of several policemen yielded results, but to their surprise, there was not even 

anything for women in this entire suite, let alone any women! 

The policeman in the lead immediately had a sunken face, “No?! How is this possible?!” 

He immediately looked at Ji Feng, his mouth moved, but in the end, he could only coldly snort 

unwillingly, “Humph! Let’s go!” 

“Wait!” 

Ji Feng said indifferently. 



The policeman turned around and said in a cold voice, “You still have things to do?!” 

Ji Feng said, “A few of you, I’ve taken note, we’ll definitely meet again in the future.” 

A few people’s faces changed then, and the policeman in the lead had a flinch in his heart and said 

angrily, “Are you threatening me?” 

“Whatever you think!” Ji Feng said indifferently. 

“Good! Very good!” The policeman nodded heavily and said, “You’re right, we’ll definitely meet again, 

just don’t let it be you who falls into my hands then!” 

Ji Feng smiled noncommittally. 

When the policeman saw this disdainful attitude, he couldn’t help but feel a surge of anger in his heart, 

but he had nowhere to vent it, so he could only yell, “Go!” 

The policeman came suddenly and left quickly, Ji Feng got up what closed the door behind him, and his 

face became steeply gloomy. 

“Some people, should be killed!” 

“Hoo!” 

A figure jumped in from outside the window, but it was Bai Zhu whom the police wanted to find, when 

the police came over just now, before they came in, Bai Zhu was already fully dressed and went out 

through the window to another room. 

“Young Ji, these police ……” 

Ji Feng said in a cold voice: “They must have been sent by someone else, just to come at me!” 

What about receiving a report, it’s all an excuse! 

These policemen were obviously instructed by someone to come here specifically to disgust him, this 

made Ji Feng incomparably disgusted, the killing machine gushed out, these people could no longer be 

considered policemen, they had completely turned into some people’s lapdogs! 

“Young Ji, let me keep watch.” Bai Zhu said, “They might go and come back.” 

“No need.” 

Ji Feng waved his hand and said, “You rest at ease, I’ll handle things.” 

Bai Zhu had to nod, and suddenly remembered something and asked again, “By the way, young Ji, how 

did you know that the room next door was empty and the window was still open?” 

This made Bai Zhu wonder, they had come together, how did Ji Feng know about the room next door? 

Ji Feng said, “I had already had the next room booked, it was to prevent some people from making 

underhanded moves and making moves in the dark, but I didn’t expect ……” 

I didn’t expect that the other party would use such disgusting tricks! 



This matter, will not just be forgotten! 

 


